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Abstract
Recent anti‐LGBTQ+ discourse has increased the threat of violence against people who do not follow the cisheteronorma‐
tive mandates. To face these dialectics, the media can offer alternative discourses, in particular by providing realistic and
non‐stereotyped LGBTQ+ representations. Media portrayals can be seen as both positive and negative. On one hand, they
may offer stereotypical and narrow representations, but on the other, they can include representations that can become
aspirational models and improve visibility. The objective of this article is to explore this second perspective by analyzing
the representation of Jules, a trans female character from the American series Euphoria (Levinson et al., 2019–present).
To this end, we conducted a close reading analysis (Castelló, 2008) of the first season of the series. The results show three
axes of representation thatmove away from the traditional portrayal of trans characters: (a) a narrative thatmoves beyond
the “trans fact” and presents complex and plural stories, (b) a representation of the trans individual as an element of value
and love, away from fetishism, and (c) a link between the trans realm and specific spaces of comfort and freedom.
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1. Introduction

In recent times, anti‐LGBTQ+ violence has drastically
intensified in most countries. Many consider that
the growing popularity of the openly LGBTQ+‐phobic
far‐right has led to an increase in hate crimes against the
LGBTQ+ community, mainly fueled by their anti‐LGBTQ+
discourse (Anarte, 2021; Korolczuk, 2020; Moreau, 2018;
Reid, 2021).

In order to counteract these anti‐human‐rights
dialectics, the media can serve as tools to offer alterna‐
tive discourses, in particular by providing realistic and
non‐stereotyped LGBTQ+ representations. A broader
and more diverse LGBTQ+ representation in media

products can contribute to generating pedagogies that
reduce social prejudice towards LGBTQ+ people and
also offer aspirational models for them to identify with.
TV series have the potential to help portray LGBTQ+ peo‐
ple in an everyday way.

From an evolutionary perspective, the media rep‐
resentation of LGBTQ+ people is understood as a pro‐
cess that has evolved through three main stages: invisi‐
bility (absence of representation, censorship, omission,
underrepresentation, etc.), imperfect representation
(stereotyping, only‐negative representations, ridiculiza‐
tion, simplistic representations, stigmatizing portrayal,
cliché‐ridden, queerbaiting, etc.), and fair representa‐
tion (effective representation, rich and multi‐layered
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portrayal, positive models, complex and realistic charac‐
ters, diversity of roles and identities, etc.; see Ventura
et al., 2019). It is important to note that these stages
are not rigid categories of analysis, but rather a guiding
classification that allows us to understand the complexi‐
ties of the LGBTQ+ representation in the media. A media
product could therefore fluctuate between two different
stages depending on which elements of its representa‐
tion are analyzed.

The inclusion of LGBTQ+ characters in fictional prod‐
ucts has increased in recent decades, favoring a tran‐
sition that has left behind the first stage of invisibility.
The ingredient that marks the step towards the next
stage is basically measured in quantitative values: the
amount of LGBTQ+ characters included in media prod‐
ucts. GLAAD, a media monitoring organization that advo‐
cates for fair LGBTQ+ representation, has published an
annual report since 2005 analyzing the number of regu‐
lar and recurring LGBTQ+ characters in TV series. These
reports show a rise in representation from 1.4% of reg‐
ular characters in the 2005–2006 season, to 9.1% in the
2020–2021 season (GLAAD, 2021).

However, a quantitative increase in LGBTQ+ charac‐
ters is not enough to achieve fair representation, and
most media products are still in a stage of imperfect rep‐
resentation. Furthermore, although this increased repre‐
sentation may be positive on the surface, it is not free
from flaws. Media inclusion is marked by the homonor‐
mative mandate and privileges LGBTQ+ people who con‐
form to the cisheteronormative model, that is, men,
white, Western, middle or upper class, in monogamous
relationships, and with a normative gender identity and
expression (Francisco Amat et al., 2020; Robinson, 2016).
Thereby, gay cisgender men receive much more media
attention, while trans and gender diverse people receive
much less recognition and are not as positively repre‐
sented in the media (Capuzza & Spencer, 2017). Most
media portrayals of trans women are often stigmatizing
and reinforce harmful stereotypes (Glover, 2016). In this
sense, trans women are frequently linked to clandestin‐
ity, tragedy, and rejection, depicted as sex workers, vic‐
tims of mockery and violent attacks, and objects of dis‐
gust to cisgender protagonists (Solomon & Kurtz‐Costes,
2018; Vegas, 2019).

In addition, it is common for the fiction narratives
including trans characters to focus exclusively on the
“trans fact,” that is, when the fact of being trans is the
main attribute of this character within the plot. So that
the character’s journey within the series storytelling is
focused on their particularity as a trans individual, which
leads to limited characters that rarely explore a richer
and multi‐layered portrayal. The “trans fact” narrative
involves stories centered on the “coming out” and the
“transition story”: the hormonal process, surgery, depres‐
sion, struggles and traumas, among others (Funk & Funk,
2016; Tortajada et al., 2021). As a consequence, trans
characters tend to occupy support roles but never the
lead (Vir et al., 2018).

In recent years, the media have witnessed a constant
rise in visibility with a strong trend towards an increas‐
ingly positive representation of trans people (Stryker,
2017). Nonetheless, what for some is understood as a
positive representation, for others is actually the deploy‐
ment of logics of transnormatity. Transnormativity priv‐
ileges trans people who display attributes valued by
the cisheteronormative society (chiefly, normative gen‐
der expression sticking to gender‐binary and hetero‐
sexuality), and omit alternative explanations of gender
non‐conformity that do not fit themedical and legal stan‐
dards (Johnson, 2016). Transnormativity also reinforces
the tropes of the good trans person and the bad queer
(Girshick, 2008).

Transnormativity displays a narrow view of the
acceptable representations of trans and gender diverse
people (Mocarski et al., 2019), which may serve to
strengthen the gender binary rather than disassemble it
(Funk & Funk, 2016). According to Mocarski et al. (2019,
p. 425), these types of representations may narrow the
publicly accepted trans identification forms, “thereby
stigmatizing those who either do not meet these fully
binary and fully transitioned standards.” Therefore, trans
individuals who do not adhere to transnormativity are
more likely to suffer transphobic situations (Miller, 2019),
especially because they do not match the transnor‐
mative mediated portrayals that the general public is
used to.

Following the binary logic, tropes of authenticity
via bodily transformation (including surgery or hormone
therapy) have enabled transgender to become culturally
legible through the wrong body trope (Lovelock, 2017),
reinforcing the myth that the trans person lives in the
wrong body and that, therefore, their appearance needs
to be corrected (Missé, 2018; Mocarski et al., 2019). This
assimilationist and exclusionary ideal of “authentic” and
“acceptable” transgender subject implants in trans indi‐
viduals the constant feeling of being incomplete subjects,
constantly waiting to reach their true authenticity and
acceptance based on external approval.

However, not all media representations of trans peo‐
ple have negative consequences. The media also allows
exposure to trans people, which is beneficial to those
who are discovering their own identities (Mocarski et al.,
2019). It can especially benefit young people question‐
ing their gender (Beemyn & Rankin, 2011). Many schol‐
ars have highlighted that media representations of trans‐
gender people have significant implications for the iden‐
tity development of young trans people (Kosenko et al.,
2018; McInroy & Craig, 2015; Ringo, 2002). Previous
research has also concluded that these representations
have an impact on trans people’s lives since the per‐
ceptions and behavior of people they meet are influ‐
enced by the media (Gillig et al., 2018; Heinz, 2012;
Shewade, 2020).

Within the “imperfect representation” stage
(Ventura et al., 2019), media portrayals can be seen
as both positive and negative. On one hand, they may
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offer stereotypical and narrow representations, but on
the other, they include various representations that can
become aspirational models and improve visibility. Some
specific media products show an approach that is closer
to a “fair representation” stage. The objective of this
article is to explore this perspective by analyzing the
trans representation in the American series Euphoria
(Levinson et al., 2019–present), which includes a trans
female character: Jules Vaughn.

2. Euphoria and Jules: The HBO Teen Series and the
Trans Leading Character

Euphoria is the first American teen drama series pro‐
duced by the HBO company (Porter, 2019). It is based
on the Israeli series of the same name broadcasted in
2012. The first season of the series premiered in 2019,
and in 2020 and 2021 two special episodes focusing
on Jules and Rue were released. Euphoria’s views were
not significantly high on the days of its premiere, but
they were significant afterward on the viewing platform
(Porter, 2019).

Euphoria is one of the most discussed and polemic
teen series from the last few years. The series explores
the experiences and conflicts of a group of teenagers
from an American suburb where the middle and lower‐
middle classes coexist. The character of Rue, a 17‐year‐
old racialized girl with disordered substance use, nar‐
rates and guides the story through its eight episodes.
In addition, each episode focuses on each of the dif‐
ferent young protagonists with whom Rue shares high
school and/or social relationships. The series explains to
us how these teens coexist and navigate through alco‐
hol and drug use, sex, unstructured families, situations
of anguish and stress, “new” identities and their relation‐
ships with their own bodies, among others (Goodman,
2019; Kaufman et al., 2021; Masanet, 2021). In a way,
Euphoria presents a generational break that produces a
large distance between the adult and young characters.

One of the main characters of the series is Jules, a
young trans woman who, after her mother abandons
her, moves in with her father in the same neighborhood.
The impact of the series and especially of the charac‐
ter of Jules, played by trans actress Hunter Schafer, has
made this actress an important public figure and also a
(media) symbol of the LGBTQ+ struggles. Before starring
in Euphoria, she became famous for her appearance on
the cover of Teen Voguemagazine in 2017 and formodel‐
ing for different brands such as Dior and Versace (Megía,
2019). But it was her participation in Euphoria that made
her a symbol of the collective.

Despite Euphoria’s popularity and the media impact
of its protagonists, there are still few academic studies
that analyze the representations in the series and the
audience’s discourses about it. One of the few studies
is that of Kaufman et al. (2021), linked to the meanings
produced by the audience in relation to drug abuse and
mental illness. However, in contrast, there are no studies

focused on the character of Jules and her experiences
in the series as a young trans woman. This is a key ele‐
ment of Euphoria and, for this reason, the series has
included on its official website (www.hbo.com/euphoria)
a section of resources linked to LGBTQ+ organizations
and groups.

3. Materials and Methods

The main objective of this study is to analyze the repre‐
sentation of Jules, the trans female character from the
American series Euphoria, focusing on the construction
of the character and exploring her narratives and inter‐
actions with other characters in the series.

To do this, we made a close reading (Castelló, 2008)
of the first season of the series. This technique is a
method widely applied within cultural studies in the
context of contemporary popular culture (Brummett,
2019; Castelló, 2008), and specifically for analyzing fic‐
tion series and films (e.g., Araüna et al., 2018; Fedele
& Masanet, 2021). In this article, the analysis has been
organized into four areas following previous studies car‐
ried out by the researchers of the project (Fedele &
Masanet, 2021):

• Context: historical‐social setting, environments,
and spaces.

• Aesthetics: formal, visual, sound elements, tech‐
nical codes expressed through the construction
of the shots, the rhythm of the storytelling, the
soundtrack, etc.

• Storytelling: plots, characters, actions, and time
structure. Special attention is paid to the most
important narrative threads in the story. The main
characters are identified and their actions, objec‐
tives, and plot resolutions are observed.

• Content and meaning: themes, problems, sub‐
jects, and institutions. The main conflict lines are
detected in relation to the ideological code that
gives coherence to the text and places it in a cer‐
tain discourse.

Finally, the inductive/deductive analysis process fol‐
lowed five specific steps in which the three researchers
in the team worked together, by discussing and sharing
their different views:

1. The series was watched several times in order to
detect and record the key elements of the three
areas of analysis.

2. One of the viewings was specifically focused on
the storytelling, noting and analyzing the main
plots in which the character of Jules occupied an
important position. We analyzed the threads of
each Jules’ story and the actions of the characters
in them.

3. The data from the analysis were contrasted with
the theoretical background and previous studies
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around the construction of trans female characters
in fiction.

4. The data were discussed and a joint final interpre‐
tation was reached.

5. The analysis was written up and also the final draft
of the article.

Finally, it is necessary to mention the position from
which the authors of this article speak and construct the
research analysis. We approach the trans issue from the
feminist and trans theories (see, among others, Butler,
2006; Halberstam, 2017; Lugones, 2010; Stryker, 2017).
However, we are always aware of the implicit limitations
in the construction of our discourse due to being cis,
white, heterosexual, gay, and Euro‐centered people. Our
situation of privilege within the scheme of relationships
of power and oppression must be taken into account
to understand how we structure the analysis objects.
Even so, this reflection on the place we occupy allows
readers to understand from which “place” we “speak”
(Spivak, 1988). Finally, like previous research, such as that
of Tortajada et al. (2021), our study is situated within the
framework of transfeminismand tries to be useful for the
well‐being of trans people.

4. Results and Discussion

The results focus on three main areas of representation
that aim to move away from the traditional portrayal
of trans characters. We consider that these are the ele‐
ments that are important to highlight in this article, but
we are aware that the series contains other elements
that could be explored in depth in future research.

4.1. Beyond the “Trans Fact”: Complex and Plural
Narratives

It is common for the narrative of trans characters in fic‐
tion to focus exclusively on the “trans fact,” that is, on
the “coming out of the closet” and the “transition story.”
This makes the trans characters flat and not multidimen‐
sional because the different facets of their reality are
not explored.

In Jules’s case, we find a narrative that does not avoid
the character’s transition story, but doesn’t focus exclu‐
sively on it either. In fact, Jules’ transition story is not
introduced until episode four. In it, the series summa‐
rizes her experiences from the age of 11 to the present
in only eight minutes: her feelings surrounding her body,
being put in a psychiatric institution, the suicide attempt
(self‐injury), her mother abandoning her (the symbolic
rejection), and her first sexual experiences (as an object
of fetishism and violence), among others. This journey
through Jules’s adolescence is made through an initial
flashback that has a fast and sharp rhythm so that
we experience all the traumatic moments of her tran‐
sition story in a quick and fragmented way. The nar‐
rative doesn’t stop to explore and analyze in detail all

these moments, but these scenes help us understand
who Jules is and what she has gone through. The series
focuses on what her life is like today.

The narrative therefore does not forget or omit Jules’
individual transition story, but rather summarizes it with‐
out focusing solely on it. Through this brief flashback we
understand Jules’ experiences and feelings, and her own
particular transition story. Throughout the series we can
observe that Jules has gone through different stages of
her transition, but she still has doubts about her own pro‐
cess. Following the reflections of Tortajada et al. (2021)
around trans activism on YouTube, we find that Jules’
story makes public a different kind of transition story
and therefore this allows different experiences and bod‐
ily transitions to be collectivized, including unlikely ones,
since each story is unique. We thus get particular tran‐
sition stories that can help us escape from the social
constructions that perpetuate transnormative represen‐
tations (Mocarski et al., 2019), that is: narratives that
focus exclusively on the transition of the body as a lin‐
ear process with specific objectives and milestones that
every trans person must follow to achieve a successful
transition (Horak, 2014). On the contrary, Euphoria does
not tell us what exact steps a trans person must follow
during the transition process, nor does it explain how
these should be experienced. Jules’ journey is neither
better nor worse; it is her own journey and it is individual
and personal.

Beyond this summary of Jules’s transition story, we
also find some images and scenes in the series that
show us that she is undergoing certain transition pro‐
cesses such as hormonal treatment, which becomes visi‐
ble through close‐ups in which Jules injects herself with
hormones in front of a mirror (Figure 1).

However, her present storytelling, the one that occu‐
pies most of the episodes, focuses on her experiences
of friendship, sex, and love. In the first episode, she
meets Rue, with whom she will develop a story of friend‐
ship, love, and intimacy that will permeate most of her
plots. Later, this story will be complemented by the
love affair that Jules begins virtually with Tyler (Nate
under a pseudonym). Therefore, the main plot of Jules
in Euphoria does not focus on her transition story, but
on the construction of loving intimacy.

It is also important to note that the acceptance of
Jules by her close environment seems to be natural (with
the exception of her mother). For example, at no point
is there a reference to her “dead name.” Deadnaming
refers to the act of speaking about trans people by the
names assigned to them in infancy when they have
rejected those names (Turton, 2021). Referring to the
“dead name” may lead to the denaturalization or dele‐
gitimization of the self‐determination acts of the trans
person. There is no “misgendering” either. That is, the
use of pronouns, designations, or terms that identify the
trans person with another gender different from the one
withwhich they identify and, therefore,which donot rep‐
resent, exclude, or marginalize the trans persona (Julia
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Figure 1. Jules injecting hormones. Source: Levinson and Frizzell (2019).

Kapusta, 2016). Only those male characters who define
themselves as “heterosexual” and have sexual encoun‐
ters with Jules do “misgendering” in the series.

We cannot end this section without mentioning that,
despite being a complex narrative that escapes the
“trans fact,” it does not allow the character of Jules to
speak for herself. It is the character of Rue who guides
the narration through a voice‐over and this, in one way
or another, ends up compromising Jules’s authorial voice.
In other words, Rue explains Jules’s story based on her
own experience, knowledge, and perceptions and, there‐
fore, turns off Jules’s first‐person voice, the voice of the
trans subject. It is a complex voice‐over because it comes
from amain character, Rue, who narrates her experience
in the first person, but also tells the personal stories of
the rest of the characters in the series in the third person
and in an omniscient way. According to Kozloff (1988),
there are a series of strategies that help to build the third‐
person voice‐over as themain narrating voice and, there‐
fore, as “the teller” of the whole fiction. These strate‐
gies include placing the voice‐over at the beginning of
the episode, directing this voice to the audience and not
to the characters of the narrative to build intimacy and
an exclusive connection with the viewers, and giving the
omniscient voice‐over access to the intimacy, thoughts,
and feeling of the characters, among others. This helps
build a powerful all‐knowing voice and can guide the
viewer, as in the case of Euphoria. “These narrators, who
speak for (or rather as) the image‐maker, are particularly
likely to provide guidance concerning what conclusions
the viewers should draw. They tend to voice the ideo‐
logical and/or moral agenda behind the film” (Kozloff,
1988, p. 80). As the author states, all of this means that
Jules’ world is enveloped by another world, by another
speech, by Rue’s narrative voice. A voice that can gener‐
alize, judge and interpret Jules.

On the other hand, it is also important to analyze
how this third‐person voice can work in the specific case

of the narrative of a trans character like Jules. From
trans studies, we could argue, that being a character
with complex experiences and steeped in violence, this
assignment to a third voice can serve to preserve the
trans character from the obligation to relive her trau‐
matic experiences, and thus avoids re‐victimizing her
(Fernández‐Rouco et al., 2017). This does not escape
complexity, however, since turning off her voice to avoid
re‐victimization also includes turning off her narration of
positive experiences, like falling in love with Rue.

4.2. From Fetishism to Love: the Trans Female Character
as Subject of Value

It is also common for trans characters to be represented
in fiction as “objects” of fetishistic desire (Vegas, 2019).
This is the reason why their sexual and love relationships
are usually linked to violence, morbidity, and exclusion.
Trans characters are subjects who can feel love and inti‐
macy for other characters but their representation in the
narrative is often exclusively sexual. It is, therefore, a rep‐
resentation conditioned by a fetishistic and masculine
gaze (Serano, 2016).

In the case of Euphoria, although in the first episode
it seems that Juleswill be defined as the object of fetishis‐
tic desire for a man three times her age (Cal), we will
soon see how her character also becomes an element
of value and love. Rue falls in love with Jules and shares
with her something that goes beyond physical passion
and results in intimacy and loving complicity. Likewise,
Jules also shares a love story with Nate, although it ulti‐
mately turns out to be unsuccessful and he ends up using
extortion against her. It is important, therefore, to ana‐
lyze these three relationships to observe how the narra‐
tive moves from the construction of Jules as an object of
fetishism and violence to a subject of love and intimacy.

Episode one presents Jules’s first contact and meet‐
ing with Cal. They meet virtually in a gay dating app.
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Jules finds Cal’s profile, where he defines himself as a
“dominant daddy” who is “sweet and gentle” and who
loves “twinks and femboys.” They meet that same night
and Jules sets out on her bike to the meeting point.
A journey that is, aesthetically, dark, eerie, and lonely.
Symmetrical shots with Jules in the center (Figure 2) are
combined with subjective shots of the character’s gaze
on the path that leads her to Cal. A journey through
empty streets, with low lighting, cold tones, and a stormy
and rainy atmosphere. The cinematography conveys vul‐
nerability, insecurity, and danger, as Jules follows the
path to a sordid and dark roadside motel (Figure 2). This
journey leads Jules to clandestinity, to a furtive sexual
encounter. This representation of Jules’ journey, as well
as her meeting with Cal, remind us of the trans repre‐
sentations linked to dark, dangerous, and painful spaces,
which reproduce that stereotypical vision of the trans
character as an inhabitant of marginality (Ford, 2017;
McLaren et al., 2021) and the object of extreme, utilitar‐
ian, and violent sexuality.

The scene of Jules’ sexual encounter with Cal repre‐
sents an unequal relationship. It is some timebefore Cal’s
face enters the shot. We only see his hands and body.
Jules is represented through high‐angle shots that show
her in a situation of inferiority and vulnerability. Cal’s
face first appears, on the other hand, in low‐angle shots
that show his superiority and control (Figure 3). Jules is
sitting on the bed and practically does not talk, while Cal
stands and touches her freely. Next, Cal exercises vio‐

lent and painful sex on Jules. This is represented by a
fixed close‐up of Jules, who closes her eyes and squeezes
the sheets tightly (Figure 4). Cal is practically out of the
shot throughout the act and is only present in the scene
through a joint shot in which we can see how Cal pene‐
trates Jules with force while she writhes on the bed. This
scene refers to the fetishistic and violent clichés that are
used to represent trans characters in fiction. The scene in
the roadside motel brings us back again to other media
representations that have tended to portray trans char‐
acters stereotypically, usually linked to prostitution or
pornography (Abbott, 2013; Ford, 2017).

Later, we will discover that Jules has experienced
many other similar scenes. In episode four, Rue explains
Jules’ first sexual experiences, all of them with the same
kind of people: married or engaged white men who
define themselves as heterosexual. The series presents
various scenes of Jules with different men and, in all of
them, it does not show their faces. The shot focuses on
their hands unbuttoning their belts and pants to start the
sexual act with Jules. These characters always follow the
same pattern: They use Jules to satisfy their fetishistic
sexual desires. This is how the series traces Jules’ first sex‐
ual experiences, situating her as an object of sexual use
that seems to be limited only to this type of experience,
precisely because of her condition as a trans person. This
coincides with the “trans/romance dilemma” posed by
Abbott (2013), that is, the lack of romance for transgen‐
der characters.

Figure 2. Jules on the way to the motel; Jules in the model’s parking lot. Source: Levinson and Frizzell (2019).

Figure 3. Cal touches Jules; Cal talks to Jules. Source: Levinson and Frizzell (2019).
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Figure 4. Cal facing Jules in bed; Jules in pain while Cal penetrates her. Source: Levinson and Frizzell (2019).

The relationship between Jules andNate (Cal’s son) is
similar in some ways. Nate also approaches Jules anony‐
mously through an app. Jules, rather, never hides her
identity. Little by little a complicity between them is
established that awakens Jules’s loving feeling towards
Nate. In episode four their first encounter takes place, in
which Nate reveals his identity. As in his father’s scene,
Nate meets Jules in a dark and remote place, where
secrecy and “the forbidden” can take place. The path to
the park shows us, again, a lonely Jules who delves into
the dangers of the night. The meeting involves the reve‐
lation of Nate’s secret and, what begins as a declaration
of love from Nate to Jules, ends up becoming extortion
and threats (Nate is afraid that Juleswill reveal his secret).
This scene takes many aesthetic elements from the pre‐
vious motel scene with Cal (Figure 5). Nate presents him‐
self, thus, as a homophobic person who cannot accept
his own sexuality. In fact, Nate is obsessedwith building a
hyper‐masculinity that helps him hide his non‐normative
sexual orientation. The character of Nate seems to put
on a “face” and defines the rest of the male characters
who have been part of Jules’ sex life so far: men who do
not accept their own sexuality and use Jules in secret to
satisfy their non‐normative desires. Again, Jules is pre‐
sented as an object for the pleasure of others.

The relationship between Jules and Rue, however, is
quite different. It is at this point that Euphoria attempts to
go beyond clichés and stereotypes by trying to represent
Jules as a trans woman who also inhabits other spaces

beyond those related to the margins and exclusion. This
is how a multidimensional image of the character is con‐
structed through the more complex affective relation‐
ships she develops (Koch‐Rein et al., 2020). The love story
between Jules and Rue distances Jules’ character from
the streets, from violence and death, and therefore, from
the archetype of the “fallen woman” (marginalized and
humiliated female characters linked to death), which has
tended to be connected in fiction to trans characters
(Ford, 2017). Already from their first shared scene, we
observe that Rue is attracted to Jules. Rue has just got
out of the detox center and is driving home when she
sees Jules riding her bike. This first contact already indi‐
cates that Rue is dazzled by Jules: time stretches, the
image lights up with warm tones, the music is relaxed
and expansive and the shots slow down to show us Rue’s
gaze on Jules. Through a game of shot/reverse shots, the
image tells us that there is a connection between these
two characters, an initial crush. However, it seems that it
is only Rue who is attracted to Jules.

In the first personal interaction between them,
Rue accompanies Jules home after a party (Figure 6).
The streets continue to be dark, reality continues to be
harsh and complicated for them, but it seems that now
they face it together. Intimate music accompanies them
to Jules’s room, where she takes off her clothes and
shows herself in a natural way to Rue, who heals Jules’
wounds (a self‐injury) through moments of complicity
and intimacy (Figure 6).

Figure 5. Jules on the way to the park; Nate threatens Jules. Source: Levinson (2019).
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Figure 6. Rue hugs Jules; Jules and Rue in Jules’s bed. Source: Levinson and Frizzell (2019).

This complicity between Jules and Rue increases
throughout the series and they build a relationship of
emotional intimacy that goes beyond friendship. An inti‐
macy that includes feelings of closeness, bonding, sup‐
port, understanding, acceptance, and self‐exploration of
one towards the other (Sternberg, 2000). This is how
Jules becomes the subject of value in Rue’s storytelling.

In episode 6, Euphoria offers us a symbolic represen‐
tation of their relationship. Rue and Jules go to a party
dressed as Romeoand Juliet fromLuhrmann’s (1996) film
and end up representing, literally, a scene from this film
(Figure 7). At this point, the series establishes an inter‐
textual relationship with Luhmann’s work to take advan‐
tage of the film’s textual connotations to establish its
own meaning (Sorókina, 2006). That is, the series intro‐
duces the universal plot of “forbidden love” (Balló &
Pérez, 1995): Love that is not possible because of exter‐
nal factors. In this case, their love is conditioned by the
emotional burdens and violence that both Rue and Jules
have experienced and, also, because of Nate’s extortion
of Jules. However, the series brings us one of the greatest
universal love plots in contemporary narrative.

In short, Euphoria presents some clichés associated
with the trans individual (fetishism and the male gaze)
and gradually moves away from them to end up show‐
ing a love story in which Jules is a subject of value.
As Jules is a character defined as an object of fetishis‐
tic desire, but also as a subject of loving value, it is
important here to reflect on how her gender expression

is constructed and whether this construction is related
to the external recognition that she receives from the
other characters. We observe that Jules’ gender expres‐
sion is situated, mainly, in a cisnormative passing space
that is located in gender binarism as a necessary pre‐
requisite to obtaining recognition and external attrac‐
tion. This is even expressed by Cal in their first encounter
and, later on, we will see the contrast between Jules
and other trans people with whom Cal has had relation‐
ships. Characters who, unlike Jules, do not adhere to
the attributes valued by a cisheteronormative society in
terms of their gender expression and, therefore, distance
themselves from transnormativity (Girshick, 2008). This
can help us understand why Cal “prefers” Jules and not
these other characters.

However, as we already indicated previously,
Euphoria constructs a complex character who, despite
adhering to certain cisnormative mandates, also
attempts to escape them in certain ways. It is important,
at this point, to note that the relationship between Jules
and Rue breaks with certain heteronormative structures
(Robinson, 2016): There is no clear definition of their
relationship, there are moments that escape monogamy
and neither Jules nor Rue define their sexual orientation
at any point. This is how Euphoria also tries to escape
normative sexuality as a possible option for trans people
(Tortajada et al., 2021).

Finally, despite the complexities of the narrative, we
can affirm that Euphoria breaks in some way with the

Figure 7. Jules and Rue in the pool; Jules kisses Rue. Source: Source: Levinson and Bianco (2019).
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trans/romance dilemma (Abbott, 2013) by constructing
the character of Jules and portraying her as likable and
complex (McLaren et al., 2021), as well as giving her
“recognition” by making her a subject of love who is
appreciated and valued.

4.3. Spaces of Comfort and Spaces of Violence

Trans characters are usually presented in fiction as
“inhabitants” of marginality and clandestinity (Solomon
& Kurtz‐Costes, 2018). Thus, “space” becomes a sym‐
bolic element of the social place attributed to the char‐
acter through a system of intersectional oppressions
(Crenshaw, 1991; Hill Collins, 2015) in which trans peo‐
ple are normally placed in a peripheral location occupied
by various categories of marginalization (Serano, 2016).
In some fictions, this peripheralization and marginality
is exaggerated and becomes central (and unique) in the
representation of trans people. However, Euphoria rep‐
resents Jules by playing with the alternation between
dark (nocturnal) and dangerousmarginal spaces (motels,
parks, or alleys), shown as an existing reality, and spaces
of comfort (her room), ease (virtual space), and secu‐
rity (Rue’s room). With this, the spaces, far from having
an exclusively physical component, contain a condensed
meaning (social, economic, and political relationships)
that run through them (Lefebvre, 1991) and allow us
to analyze and understand the different elements that
accompany Jules.

In the first episode, the series already introduces us
to the different spaces (scenarios) that Jules will inhabit.
Spaces that show the double interaction that the char‐
acter experiences with the environment and oscillate
between violence and discomfort and esteem and com‐
fort. This contrast between situations of comfort, famil‐
iarity, or “tranquility” versus others based on danger,
fear, or violence is constantly reflected through the dif‐

ferent scenarios where her life takes place. Jules’s “own
room” is the main refuge where the integrity of the char‐
acter is shown. Despite being wrapped in cold tones,
warm colors constantly enter through the window and
“fill” this place where she shows her body and her inti‐
mate moments with Rue. It is a refuge from hostility and
violence, a place where she can take care of herself and,
also, be cared for. It is a space of care. The very archi‐
tecture of the room refers to protection and privacy, sim‐
ulating the silhouette of what could be a “tree house”
(Figure 8). Jules’s room contrasts with the rest of the
house, which is sad, neutral, and gray.

In contrast, the rest of Jules’s affective relationships
are built in diametrically opposed spaces, such as run‐
down motels or the dark and nocturnal streets and
parks. It is in these second places, symbols of fear,
uneasiness, and mistrust, where her main relationships
with men occur. First, in the dark and dilapidated road‐
side motel, where she experiences Cal’s abuse. Similarly,
the encounter with Nate takes place in a lonely park,
secluded and in the dead of night. Here, again, Jules will
be the victim of violence (extortion).

These second dark and restless spaces will alternate
with Jules’s third space, the virtual space linked to gay
dating apps. This space is treated as a place of comfort
and familiarity for Jules. In her interactions through the
app, she sends pictures of herself naked and develops
“deep” romantic relationships. Although the face‐to‐face
encounters that arise from these apps end in disap‐
pointment, violence, and abuse, the apps continue to
be a space of comfort where Jules moves with confi‐
dence. Jules shows herself in these apps, she doesn’t
hide (contrary to many of the men she interacts with
through them). This is because Jules has already con‐
nected with her real and digital identity, and therefore,
the app becomes a space where she can show herself
without fear.

Figure 8. Rue heals Jules in her bed. Source: Levinson and Frizzell (2019).
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As the season progresses, Rue’s bedroom also
becomes a space of comfort and protection for Jules.
Indeed, it’s the first place where she goes when she’s
threatened by Nate. It is in these intimate spaces where
we can see the character of Jules from a perspective
away from marginality, violence, and danger.

This alternation between spaces of comfort and
spaces of conflict gives a complex view of the places
inhabited by Jules’ character. Thus, the series does not
construct an exclusive image linked to peace, care, and
comfort in all spaces, nor does it construct all spaces
connected with violence and insecurity, which can often
occur in other media representations.

5. Conclusion

The concepts of complexity, recognition, and comfort
reflect the general state of the trans representation in
Euphoria: “Complexity” because the series presents a
narrative that tries to escape from the exclusive repre‐
sentation of the “trans fact.” It does not avoid it, but
rather also presents other objects of value in the nar‐
rative of the trans individual. Therefore, it explores dif‐
ferent facets of the character so that “being trans” is
not the main attribute of this character within the plot.
“Recognition” because the trans character becomes a
subject of love and not only of fetishism and violence.
There is an acknowledgment of her validity as a wor‐
thy and appreciated subject. Finally, “comfort” because
the series not only shows spaces that this character can
inhabit serenely and calmly, but the general experience
of the trans character reflects a state of physical ease and
freedom from pain or constraint.

All these constitute examples of good practices that
allow us to start leaving behind an audiovisual stage
characterized by an “imperfect representation.” At the
same time, it helps us to begin to materialize the discur‐
sive horizon that brings us closer to a “fair representa‐
tion” (Ventura et al., 2019) of trans characters. In this
sense, here we have explored specific examples of how
to overcome a simplistic and stigmatizing portrayal and
build more complex and realistic trans characters with a
richer and multi‐layered representation. These are nec‐
essary references in the audiovisual context since they
can become positive models of inspiration, aspiration,
and attraction (Fedele & Masanet, 2021).

However, althoughwe find signs of a “fair representa‐
tion,” we must not ignore some problematic issues that
can be ascribed rather to an “imperfect representation,”
such as the fact that the character does not have her own
voice (despite the arguments that can justify this), or that
her gender expression is situated within a cisnormative
passing located in binarism as a prerequisite for obtain‐
ing external recognition (both from the audience and the
rest of the characters) as a valid subject.

Despite this, Euphoria becomes an audiovisual work
that helps us collectivize the stories of trans people
(Stryker, 2017) from the representation of different expe‐

riences that include unique and also unlikely transi‐
tion stories (Tortajada et al., 2021). Furthermore, the
series contains thought‐provoking material that could
be used to spark debates and discussions around trans
individuals in educational contexts. As indicated by
Masanet and Dhaenens (2019), we should take advan‐
tage of the critical interplay that can provide fiction
representations to work on critical issues in schools.
This could help us to fight against the increasing dis‐
crimination and violence that the LGBTQ+ community
is experiencing.
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